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Abstract

A requirement for
physics analysis is

R. Michnof~, T. DOttavio, L. Hoff, W. MacKay, T. Satogata

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, NY, USA 11973

RHIC data plotting sofhvare and
the correlation of data ffom all

accelerator data gathering systems. Data correlation
provides the capability for a user to request a plot of
multiple data channels vs. time, and to make meaningfid
time-comelated data comparisons. The task of data
correlation for RHIC requires carefid consideration
because &ta acquisition triggers are generated from
various asynchronous sources including events from the
RHIC Event Link, events from the two Beam Sync Links,
and other unrelated clocks. In order to correlate data
from asynchronous acquisition systems a common time
reference is required. The RHIC data correlation
methodology will allow all RHIC data to be converted to
a common wall clock time, while still preserving native
acquisition trigger Mormation. A data correlation task
force tearq composed of the authors of this paper, has
been formed to develop data correlation design details
and provide guidelines for software developers. The
overall data correlation methodology will be presented in
this paper.

1 CONTROL SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The RFHC control system architecture consists of more
than 100 VME based systems, each housing a front end
computer (FEC) running the VxWorks operating system.
The front end computers communicate to higher level
workstations via an ethernet network. Sofhvare objects
known as Accelerator Device Objects (ADO) [1] reside in
the FEC and provide the interface between the local
hardware and higher level workstations. Each ADO
consists of a set of parameters where each parameter
usually relates to a specific hardware operation, such as a
conf@ration setting, a statusvalue or a data set.

2 ACQUISITION TRIGGER SOURCES

Data acquired with synchronous or asynchronous trigger
sources from ADOS on different FECS must be correlated
for plotting and analysis at the workstation level.

Data acquisition systems for RHIC will typically be
triggered using one of the following sources.
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a) Events on the RHIC EventLink (REL).
b) Events on the Beam Sync Links (2).
c) Triggers unrelatedto the links.

The REL [2] is a 10 MHz serial link distributed
throughout the accelerator complex. Accelerator-specii3c
event codes are transmitted on the REL. Systems
throughout the RHIC complex monitor the REL and
perform system-specific actions when selected event
codes are detected. General purpose periodic events used
for data acquisition are transmittedat the following rates:
720 Hz, 60 Hz, 10 Hz, 1 Hz and 0.25 Hz. Data
acquisition systems that use these events for triggering
include the Beam Loss Monitor System (BLM) [3] and
the Magnet Power Supply system.

Two Beam Sync Links [4] are used for RHIC, one for
each collider ring. They are referred to as blue and
yellow. Each Beam Sync Link is a 14 MHz serial link
and transmitsevent codes similar to the REL. The carrier
is synchronized to the RF frequency to allow bucket-
specific triggering. The Beam Sync Link events are
primarily used to trigger beam instrumentation systems.
One important event on each Beam Sync Link is the
revolution tick event. This event is transmitted when
bucket 1 passes a known location in the ring.
Instrumentation systems that use the Beam Sync Link
events for bucket-specitlc triggering include the Beam
Position Monitors, the Ionization Profile Monitor [5] and
the Wall current Monitor.

3 RTDL DISTRIBUTED TIME

Another serial link used in RHIC is the Real Time Data
Link (RTDL) [6]. The purpose of RTDL is to distribute
basic accelerator dab to every FEC throughout the
complex. RTDL datais senton every REL 720 Hz event.

Wall clock time will be distributedon RTDL. Two 24-
bit RTDL fkames will be used to transmit 32 bits
representing the number of seconds since Jan 1, 1970
(standard UNIX time) and 10 bits representing the
number of 720 Hz ticks within each second.

A time generator module is currently being developed
to produce the wall clock time. This module will reside
in the RTDL system. A 720 Hz clock input from the
main magnet power supply system is used to generate the
720 Hz, 60 Hz, 10 Hz, 1 Hz and 0.25 Hz events. The
hardware triggers the 0.25 Hz event on an even 4 second
boundary (when the least two significant bits of the
number of seconds change to 00).
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N(YTEPim(t)=I(t)*(L*dJ/dt+I(t)*R)
R=O.27 Ohms is the AGS magnet total resistance.
L=O.75Henry is the inductance of the AGS magnets.
The differential equation governing the motor generator
power flow is:

dlPi(t)=JQ(t)———Q(t) + Pw+ Piqt) + Pam(t) + Plose(t)
dtl

Pi(t) is the input power into the motor as iimction of
time. J is the moment of inertia. K2(t)is the rotational
speed’of the MG set in radkec. --550000 W, is the
friction and windage loss. Pirn(t) is the instantaneous
AGS magnet power. Pscr(t) is the power dissipated on
the silicon control rectifiers for the AGSMMPS.Plose(t)
represents all other loses measured for a given magnet
cycleused in this exaxnple.T=2-5 see, is the period of the
AGS magnet cycle. Pi, the average power into the MG
seq is equal to the smn of the average power Pam
dissipated into the AGS magnets, plus the averagepower
dissipated on the SCR’s Pscr, plus the windage loss Pw,
plus the all other averagelosses Plose, for a given magnet
cycle.Rlose was measuredto be 0.073 Ohms.

Pi:= Pam+ Pw+Pscr+Plose

J
T

pam:=E. I(t)z dt
1

Plose :=- T I(t)2dt
TO To

1

T
Pser :=:. I(t).32dt

T.O

P=R+P.[J: ,,t)%j+y[j: ,,t)j+w

Pi was calculated to be 3.7 MW for the magnet cycle in
Fig. 1. Utilizing Mathcad 5.0 software we solved the
difkrential equation governing the MG set for the
rotational speed Q(t). This is the spee@that the MG set
should have for the magnet current in Fig. 1,maintaining
the input power Pi=3.7MW constant. QO=93.2radkec is
the speed of the MG set without a load on the generator.
S2e=94.2radhee is the synchronous speed of the stator
magnetic field with induces EMF on the rotor windings.
The result &

Q(t)= (202+$.(pi.t- I%+t- a(t) - b(t) - c(t) - d(t))
‘1

Where

J
I(t)

J
t

a(t):=I_,. IdI b(t) :=R. I(t)zdt
I(0) o

J
t

J
t

c(t) = Pam(t) dt d(t) .=Rlose. I(t)2 dt
o 0

S(t) is the slip of the MG set defined a>

~(t) ,= Qe - Q(t)

Qe
Fig. 3 is the slip in percent fix the magnet current cycle
in Fig. 1 while mintamm. . g the motor power Pi constant
at 3.7 MW.
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Figure 3: Slip of the MG set in percent
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Figure 4: Induction motor rotor equivalent circuit per
phase

From inductionmotor theory we have:

al- 3168 Vroto~t) Irotor(t) 1
sal.S(t) =—

13800 Vstator(t) Istator(t) al
From the per phase equivalent circuit of the rotor of an
induction motor, Fig. 4, asmming the rotor reactmx to
be Owehave: Vst.al-S(t)
Rtot(t)=Wot+ W(t)

JThen Rtot(t)= 3

Substituting for Irotor(t)we
Irotor(t)

r

Rtot(t)=Vst-a12S(t).
43

Istator(t)
Since Istator(t):: M

&-VstpF(pi)

We finally have Rtot(t)=Vst2-a12.~ .PF(Pi)
Pi
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From this formula we eonchde that to maintab thei
power into the motor Pi eonW@ the msistanee of the
Iiquid rheostat Rlr(t) should be proportional to the
_ or desired slip S(t). We measmed the power
factor versus input power PF(Pi), into the MG and the
data are displayedin Fig. 5. Fig. 6 displaysthe calculated
resistance of the liquid rkosta~ while pulsing the
_tor to approximately 34 MW peak power and
maintaining the input power to the motor constant at 3.7
Mw.
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Figure 5: MG set power fixtor
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Figure 6: Motor rotor plus Iiqyid rheostat “~Per
phase in ohms

Sincetheresistanceof the liquid rheostat is proportional
to it’s positioq if we would pulse the position of the
rheostat based on the above eakadation subtracting the
actual rotorresistmce Rr@,which was meamred to be 15
_ the input power into the motor should be
constant. The actual input power should be constant to
+1-0.5 Mw.

3 HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

For pulsing operation of the MG x a hydraulic system
isused. Thesystem eonsists ofa pairof hydraulic
pistons capable of moving the liquid rheostat fine
adjmtment by amaximum of 20 percent of the total

liquid rheostat resistance. This corresponds to a
maximum tine adjustment of 500 m(lns. A 1000 psi
- is used with an @XtlOIli@y COntrok!dMoog
valve, to move the position of the fine adjustment. Three
diftkrentteclmiquesthateouldbe- toregulatethe
motor power, are shown in the block diagram of Fig. 7.
When the switch is in position ~ a computer generated
reikrence,for a given magnetcycle,will be utilized based
on the formula for rotor “res@mee, calculated above, to
drive the Moog valve. If the switch is in position B, the
Moog valve will bedriven byaeomputer generakxi
refereneebased on the formulafor the slip. This solution
utilizes a f-ek loop with refiinee the slip signal
S(t)*100 from Fig. 3, f-ck signal the actual slip of
the motor in Penxnt and the error signal driving the
position of the fine adjustment of the liquid rheostat. If
we chooseposition C of the switc&then the Moog valve
will be driven by a computergenemted re&xeneebased
on the formula for motor powerPi. This solution utilizes
a power regulation fixdbaek loop where the error signai
drives the position of the fine adjustment of the liquid
rheos@ to maintain the input power constant. Sample
speedcouldbe used to adjustthe powerrefenmee.
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Figure7: Liquid rheostat hydraulicsystemblock diagram
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